MEETING PACKAGES 2023

BREAKFAST MEETING PACKAGE

Package includes a meeting room for 1–3 hours. Meeting equipment is provided upon request. Breakfast consists of coffee or brewed tea, a filled breakfast roll, overnight oats, whole fruits and orange juice.

Please make note of any special dietary requirements in advance.

50 | person
Minimum charge 6 people

HALF DAY MEETING PACKAGE

Package includes a meeting room for four (4) hours. Meeting equipment is provided upon request. Lunch, filtered water, coffee break with a sweet or savory pastry, and pre-cut fruits are included. Lunch consists of a two course menu by Kämp Chefs, coffee or brewed tea, and a petit four.

Please make note of any special dietary requirements in advance.

72 | person
Minimum charge 8 people

FULL DAY MEETING PACKAGE

Package includes a meeting room for eight (8) hours. Meeting equipment is provided upon request. Lunch, filtered water, and two coffee breaks are included. A savory pastry and whole fruits are served during the morning coffee break and a sweet pastry with pre-cut fruits during the afternoon coffee break. Lunch consists of a two course menu by Kämp Chefs, coffee or brewed tea, and a petit four.

Please make note of any special dietary requirements in advance.

83 | person
Minimum charge 8 people
FULL DAY EXECUTIVE MEETING PACKAGE

Executive meeting package includes a meeting room for eight (8) hours. Meeting equipment is provided upon request. Lunch, filtered water, and two coffee breaks are included. Additionally, the executive meeting package includes a parking space for one vehicle in Hotel Kämp’s garage for a day (valued at 50 euros) and cloak room fees for the attendees (valued at 2.5 euros per person).

A classic open sandwich, fresh berry smoothie, and two varieties of juice are served during the morning coffee break. Pre-cut fruits and a tartlet by Kämp Pâtissier are served during the afternoon coffee break. Lunch consists of a three course menu by Kämp Chefs, and coffee or brewed tea.

Please make note of any special dietary requirements in advance.

96 | henkilö

Minimum charge 8 people

BREAKFAST, LUNCH AND COFFEE BREAKS

Breakfast and coffee are served either in a buffet in the meeting room or in a separate space depending on group size and meeting room. Lunch menus vary daily and are prepared with the freshest seasonal ingredients by Kämp Chefs.

Please make note of any special dietary requirements in advance.

Cloakroom service is 2.5 euros / person

COCKTAILS AFTER MEETING

Conclude a meeting with a glass of sparkling and the best seasonal canapés. A glass of House Cava (12 cl) with two savory and one sweet canapé is included in the package.

32 | person

ADD TO YOUR MEETING PACKAGE

House Cava 12 cl ................................................................. 13
Soft Drinks* ................................................................. 6.5
Apple or orange juice ............................................... 6
Berry Smoothie ............................................................... 7.5
Special coffee machine ..................................................... 150
Includes 50 Nespresso capsules

* Soft drinks are charged based on consumption